The role solar thermonuclear synthesis in forming earth living organisms and in influencing on human organism

Abstract

There were estimated Solar processes from the point of view of thermodynamics. The stable states of solar processes were considered from point of view of thermodynamics. Also the influences of Solar processes on both non living Nature and living organisms were considered as consequences of solar thermonuclear synthesis. There were described mutual influences between Environment and the existence of life on the Earth. Hence it was considered influences of solar thermonuclear synthesis on stability Internal Energy of open non equilibrium non linear thermodynamic systems of earth organisms, especially human organisms. The influences Solar rays on human skin induce biosynthesis Vitamin D in a human organism. Besides there was described interdependence between mechanisms maintenance stability both open thermodynamic systems of earth organisms including human organisms and open thermodynamic system of Atmosphere. Also there were described the role of solar processes in forming both non–living maters and living organisms. Furthermore there were described influences of solar radiation on germination living prokaryotic organisms which exert as germination different insects in spring as well as different viruses. Besides it was described the dependence eukaryotic organisms on lives of other organisms in condition Solar system influences.
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Introduction

Influences of Environment on life activity and health of a human organism are observed as by medical practice as well as by each individual person. There are mutual influences between Environment and the existence of life on the Earth. These mutual influences cause as stability open non equilibrium non linear thermodynamic system of a human organism and other organisms as well as stability thermodynamic system of Atmosphere as an Environment of organisms.1,2 The processes in Environment of organisms how Ionosphere, Solar System, and even Galaxy are crucial productive factors for exertion of the dynamical interactions between Open non equilibrium non linear thermodynamic system of organisms and open thermodynamic system of Atmosphere.3 The mutual exchanges with energy and substances between open non equilibrium non linear thermodynamic systems of organisms including human organisms and thermodynamic system of Atmosphere cause as stability Internal Energy of human organisms and other organisms as well as stability Internal Energy of Atmosphere of Earth. The processes in Environment of organisms as stability Internal Energy of organisms and stability Internal Energy of Atmosphere in which organisms’ States link up with State of Atmosphere via flow energy and substances between Atmosphere and organisms exhibiting Stationary State of life on Earth.3 These mutual exchanges energy between open non equilibrium non linear thermodynamic system of organisms and thermodynamic system of Atmosphere are subjected to Sun influence via Solar System activity and even Galaxy influences. The exchanges of Energy between organisms including human organisms, Atmosphere and Sun of Solar System were displayed in the mechanisms of preservations stability Internal Energy of these thermodynamic systems. Besides there were exhibited dependence regulatory mechanism of maintenance stability Internal Energy and Internal Medium human organisms’ metabolisms upon these relationships.2 Also these relationships are the indicators of ineradicable flowing energy which cause stability Internal Energy of these systems. Just this ineradicable flowing energy give possibility to identify ineradicable flow energy with souls of living organisms which acknowledge the immortality of the earth alive souls between life and death of the organisms.2

The mechanism maintenance stability internal energy thermodynamic system of sun

The dissipation solar energy causes thermal energy with light ray. It is the formula of the second law thermodynamics: \[ dS = dQ / T \]; \( S \) –entropy, \( Q \) –heat in calorie, \( T \) –Kelvin temperature, i.e. increase of heat (\( Q \)) defines increase of Entropy (\( S \)). Thus Entropy reflects measure dissipation energy to unit of Kelvin temperature in Solar System. Therefore mechanism stability of Internal Energy thermodynamic system Sun must reflect balance between dissipation energy and absorption energy via accumulation energy in substance having certain mass, according Einstein formula: \( E = mc^2 \) [\( E \) –energy, \( m \) –mass, \( c \) –the speed of light] and according the first law of thermodynamics.
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Just there occurs reversible change of heat \( (dQ_{\text{reversible}}) \) for prevention increase entropy \((S)\) into Sun corresponding to following formulas of the second law of thermodynamics:

\[
dS = dQ_{\text{reversible}} / T \leq dQ / T, \quad \text{i.e. either } dS = dQ_{\text{reversible}} / T \text{ or } dS < dQ_{\text{reversible}} / T.
\]

Thus the complete reversible change of heat \( (dQ_{\text{reversible}}) \) leads to
\[
dS = dQ_{\text{reversible}} / T, \quad \text{but the non–complete reversible change of heat} \ (dQ_{\text{reversible}}) \text{ leads to} \ dS = dQ_{\text{reversible}} / T.
\]

The reversible change of heat \((dQ_{\text{reversible}})\) occurs via solar thermonuclear synthesis. There occur processes of nuclear fusion and processes fission via dissipation solar energy. However balance between fission and fusion promotes stability of Internal Energy thermodynamic system Sun. Just both processes fusion and fission occur in core of Sun simultaneously. The proton–proton chain reaction starts at temperatures about \(4 \times 10^6 \, \text{K}\), making initial dominant fusion smaller nucleus mechanism of Hydrogen and then Helium. Then it occurs nuclear fusion of larger nucleus in which two or more atomic nuclei come close enough to form one or more different atomic particles of nuclei and subatomic particles (neutrons and/or protons). The difference in mass between the products and reactants is manifested as the release of large amounts of energy. The difference in mass arises due to the difference in binding energy between the atomic particles of nuclei causing transmission energy into mass according to Einstein formula \([E = mc^2]\). Dissipation solar energy creates highest solar temperature about \(4 \times 10^6 \, \text{K}\) which displays increase Entropy \((S)\) corresponding to data of second law of thermodynamics, i.e. increase fission versus nuclear fusion. However dissipation solar energy creates also light rays always simultaneously with highest solar temperature. Therefore we assume that nuclear fusion occurs due to either light rays separation operate or together with highest solar temperature. Just it’s known the role of light rays in growth plants and insects (beetles, fly etc.) at spring and even in artificial condition of greenhouse where light rays promote synthetic processes of cellular cycle with haploid and diploid genomes for growth plants and insects. Besides solar light ray influence on a human organism via synthesis of the necessary substances of an organism, e.g. vitamin \(D\) due to solar ultraviolet rays operation for prevention rickets. All of that occur in the complete reversible change of heat in Sun when \(dQ_{\text{reversible}}\) leads to \(dS = dQ_{\text{reversible}} / T\). But maybe the non–complete reversible change of heat happens more often when \(dQ_{\text{reversible}}\) leads to \(dS > dQ_{\text{reversible}} / T\). We suppose that Sun receives the energy for replenishment losing energy from accumulated energy in Solar Planets including Earth or maybe from Cosmic Dark Material.

The mechanism of solar thermonuclear synthesis

The main reaction within the core of the Sun is the process of proton–proton cycle in which proton–proton chain fusion occur by very great pressures and enough high temperatures about \(4 \times 10^6 \, \text{K}\). Just corresponding to the proton–proton chain reaction, hydrogen nuclei are converted to helium nuclei through number of intermediates. The mass–to–energy conversion is described by Einstein’s famous equation: \(E = mc^2\). The energy created by the fusion processes within the core of the Sun exerts an outward pressure. The outward pressure from the fusion reactions keeps Sun from collapsing. The inward pressure, that keeps Sun from exploding, is the gravitational attraction of the gas mantle surrounding the core of Sun. Just combination outward pressure with inward pressure causes consumption energy in condition of enough high temperatures about \(4 \times 10^6 \, \text{K}\) for the fusion processes of thermonuclear synthesis versus the fission processes of dissipation solar energy. Besides proton–proton cycle also CNO cycle [carbon–nitrogen–oxygen cycle] provides reaction in which hydrogen is converted into helium. However CNO cycle is a catalytic cycle. In the CNO cycle, four protons fuse, using carbon, nitrogen and oxygen isotopes as catalysts, to produce one alpha particle, two positrons and two electron neutrinos. Although there are various pathways and catalysts involved in the CNO cycles, all these cycles have the same net result: The positrons will almost instantly annihilate with electrons, releasing energy in the form of gamma rays. The neutrinos escape from the star carrying away some energy. One nucleus goes to become carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen isotopes through a number of transformations in an endless loop. But as compared with proton–proton cycle, CNO chain starts at \(15 \times 10^6 \, \text{K}\) approximately, and its production of energy rises much more rapidly with increasing temperatures. At approximately \(17 \times 10^6 \, \text{K}\), the CNO cycle starts becoming the dominant source of energy. Sun has a core temperature of around \(15.7 \times 10^6 \, \text{K}\). Just the main production nuclei are born in the CNO cycle in Sun. Fusion reactions have an energy density many times greater than nuclear fission. These reactions produce far greater energy per unit of mass even though individual fission reactions are generally much more energetic than individual fusion ones, which are themselves millions of times more energetic than any chemical reactions. Only direct conversion of mass into energy, such as that caused by the annihilation collision of matter and antimatter, is more energetic per unit of mass than nuclear fusion. The fusion processes release energy, which produces atoms in nucleus lighter than iron–56 or nickel–62. But elements with nucleus heavier than iron–56 or nickel–62 absorb energy and accumulate energy of solar processes. These elements have the smallest mass per nucleon and the largest binding energy per nucleon, respectively. Fusion of light elements toward these heavy elements releases energy via resulting of an exothermic process, while a fusion producing nuclei heavier than these elements, result in energy retained by the forming nucleons, and these resulting reaction is endothermic. The opposite is true for the reverse process, nuclear fission. This means that the lighter elements, such as hydrogen and helium, are in general more fusibility; while the heavier elements, such as uranium and plutonium, are more fissionable. Thus we suppose that most of elements with nucleus heavier than iron–56 or nickel–62 are gotten into creating Planet’s minerals. Besides there are the regular connections between solar energy processes and energy processes in core of Earth which cause as earthquakes, tsunami, volcanic explosion, hurricane etc. All of it maintains solar energy processes into core of Earth. Also solar thermonuclear synthesis via fusion processes in proton–proton cycle and CNO cycle forms Ionosphere and Atmosphere. Ionosphere consists of electrons and electrically charged atoms and molecules, i.e. ions, which transfer supplementary energy into Atmosphere and Earth causing exchanges with energy and substances between Atmosphere and Earth. Ultraviolet, X-ray and shorter wavelengths of solar radiation are ionizing, since photons at these frequencies contain sufficient energy to dislodge an electron from a neutral gas atom or molecule upon absorption. In this process the light electrons obtain a high velocity so that the temperature of the created electronic gas is much higher of thousand \(\text{K}\) than the one of ions and neutral atoms. The reverse process to ionization is recombination, in which a free electron is “captured” by a positive ion. Recombination occurs spontaneously, and causes the emission of a photon carrying away.
The role of solar processes in forming both non–living matters and living organisms

There occurs maintenance stability Internal Energy via balance fusion and fission processes in Sun causing balance thermonuclear synthesis in solar core and dissipation thermal energy into Environment. The pressures and temperatures in solar core are high enough in order to force fusion, which is nuclear reactions whereby some nuclei merge to make others which form units energy which are distributed via energy quanta corresponding to measure of Reduced Plank Constant \(\hbar = h / 2\pi\) value \(h = 1.054571800 \times 10^{-34}\) \(\text{J-s}\) or also Planck quanta value \(h = 8.9875517873618764 \times 10^{9}\) \(\text{kg m}^2\) \(\text{s}^{-4}\) \(\text{J} / \text{mole, s–seconds}\) \((15, 16)\). Besides these particles of energy quanta are formed simultaneously as synthesized nuclear particles via concentration energy according known Einstein formula \(E = mc^2\) as well as also dissipation radial thermal energy which both cause solar radial waves. The radial energy reflects as fusion processes of solar thermonuclear synthesis as well as fission processes of solar nuclear thermal energy. Just dissipation very high temperature of thermal energy into environment cause the waves of radial energy which consist of far higher than wavelength of infrared radiation and of far lower than wavelength of ultraviolet radiation which induce as positive particles due to positive quanta of energy as well as negative quanta of energy. The some waves of radial energy carry the mechanism of inducing synthesis positive particles in nuclei of atoms. The some waves of radial energy carry the mechanism of inducing synthesis negative particles in electron layers \([K, L, M, N, O] \) and electron orbits \([1, 2, 3, \ldots]\) as main quantum numbers and orbital quantum numbers, filling orbital quantum number of synthesized atoms causing by corresponding to waves of radial negative energy. Just the waves of radial negative energy carry as high enough thermal energy \((Q)\) due to energy of infrared radiation and far higher than infrared radiation as well as different negative wavelength energy due to ultraviolet radiation and far lower than ultraviolet radiation. Both of high enough thermal energy \((Q)\) and different wavelength energy stimulate photochemical reactions forming simple inorganic ions and molecules as \(H_2\), \(O\)\(^2\), \(O_2\), \(N\)\(_2\), \(CO\)\(_2\) etc. in Ionosphere and Atmosphere. Besides the waves of radial negative photons knock out electrons from semiconducting photoelectric cell realizing photoelectric effect of electric current. Just differential of thermal energy is equalized differential of entropy multiply Kelvin temperature, corresponding to second law of thermodynamics: \(\text{dS} = \partial Q_{\text{rev}} / T \leq \partial Q / T\); or \(\text{dQ} = T\text{dS}\) \((Q_{\text{rev}})\) thermonuclear, thus reversible energy; \(Q\) thermodynamic, \(T\) – Kelvin temperature. Boltzmann’s formula has tied Entropy \((S)\) with thermodynamic probability \((\omega)\): \(S = k_B \ln \omega\). Boltzmann constant \(k_B = 1.38 \times 10^{-23} \text{J/K}^\circ\). Thus Entropy determines that the each microstate of thermodynamic system (atom) is realized via great quantity microstates of thermodynamic systems (atoms). Therefore combination high enough thermal energy \((Q)\) and different negative wavelength of radial energy forms different simple inorganic ions and molecules being subjected to thermodynamic probability of Boltzmann theory. The some elements are formed in Planet–Earth as Silicon (Si) existing via Silicon dioxide \((SiO_2)\) which is closer terrestrial\(\) pressure and high temperature at the depth of the Earth which promote also forming minerals how coal anthractite, petroleum and so on. Earth core gravitation with pressure generates fluid of very high temperature causing sometimes volcanic explosion. Also solar gravitation influences on Planet–Earth especially on Earth core that exerts sometimes orogenesis. Being subjected to thermodynamic probability of Boltzmann theory, combination high enough thermal energy \((Q)\) and different negative wavelength energy of light waves radial negative energy forms different combinations covalent bonds and ionic bonds in organic molecules in living organisms. It is known the main role of Sunlights in synthesis vitamin \((\text{ergocalciferol})\). Just energy ultraviolet rays of wavelength 290–315nm promote transitions: \(7\)–dehydrocholesterol into previtamin \(D_3\); previtamin \(D_3\) into vitamin \(D_3\); vitamin \(D_3\) into vitamin \(D_2\).\(^{14}\) Also the waves of radial energy ultraviolet rays especially exert biologic life at spring \([\text{different beetles, May bugs, fly and the other insects and even viruses which can not live outside of living organisms}]\). Furthermore it is known that ultraviolet rays of wavelength lower than 200nm can cause oncogenesis. It is meant, that ultraviolet rays promote proliferative processes of biologic life.

Influences of Solar radiation on germination living organisms and also processes reproductions prokaryotic organisms

Being carriers of solar energy via reflecting solar balance fusion & fission, the solar radiation of positive and negative energy cause as complication of matters as well as reduction of matters corresponding to increase Entropy and decrease Entropy according second law of thermodynamics. Surely balance fusion & fission of radial energy induces forming balance positive particles & negative particles and balance positive ions & negative ions and so on. However also surely balance fusion & fission of radial energy induces balance decreased Entropy & increased Entropy. Distribution balance decreased Entropy & increased Entropy exert compound biochemical and biophysical processes which stimulate production compound inorganic molecules and organic molecules corresponding to quants of radial energy according Boltzmann theory and Einstein formula (see above). Thus these influences of solar radial energy generate forming solid Planet–Earth and gaseous medium of Atmosphere with produced matters. The maintenance stability Internal Energy and Internal Medium of Atmosphere and Planet–Earth promotes germination living organisms in order to make them the open thermodynamic systems. Just exchanges by energy and substances between thermodynamic systems of living organisms and thermodynamic system Atmosphere promote maintenance stability Internal Energy both open thermodynamic system Atmosphere and Open thermodynamic systems of living organisms on Planet–Earth according famous Prigogine theorem (see below). Thus it’s meant that balance fusion & fission of quantile radial energy induces processes germination living matters and influence also on processes reproduction as prokaryote as well as eukaryotic organisms. The processes of germination simple prokaryotic organisms as viruses and bacteria occur due to permanent influences of solar radiation’s energy. These influences solar radial energy, which cause oscillations balance decreased Entropy & increased Entropy, promote as anti–apoptotic processes in living organisms as well as apoptotic processes in living organisms. Just viruses are smallest infectious agents which replicate only inside the living cells of other
organisms. Viral particles, also known as virions, consist of two or three parts: 1) The genetic material made from either DNA or RNA, long molecules which carry genetic information; 2) The protein coat, called the capsid, which surrounds and protects the genetic material; and 3) In some cases, an envelope of lipids that surrounds the protein coat when they are outside a cell. Just there are different opinions whether viruses are a form of life, or organic structures that interact with living organisms. Although they have genes, they do not have a cellular structure, which is often seen as the basic unit of life. Viruses do not have their own metabolism, and require a host cell to make new products. They therefore cannot naturally reproduce outside a host cell—although bacterial species such as rickettsia and chlamydia are considered living organisms despite the same limitation. Accepted forms of viral life use cell division to reproduce, whereas viruses spontaneously assemble within cells. Virus self-assembly locates within host cells. Thus viruses can be defined as pathologic phages of all living organisms which are produced by solar fusion and fission energy for development living organisms. Therefore viruses can infect all types of life forms, from human organisms, animals and plants to microorganisms, including bacteria—bacteriophages. Taking into account developing viruses only within alive cells, it should consider that initial viruses generations occur due to broken cellular metabolic mechanism causing in weak point of cellular metabolism either by harmful factors of outer environment (human factors, technological factors, smoking, carcinogens etc.) or harmful influences some solar rays quanta (for example, wavelength lower than 200nm). The harmful factors carry dangerous energy causing infection disease in cells. Then after initial viruses infection disease it occurs infection of other persons. Hence there are occurred often influenzal epidemics as well as the other epidemics. Also there appear in the same mode HIV viruses and the other viral diseases, including v-oncogenes of oncologic diseases. Following simple organisms producing by corresponding quanta of solar radial energy are prokaryotes. The prokaryotes have single circular chromosome and their DNA is organized into structure called nucleoid which occupies whole region of bacterial cell, i.e haploid structure. The genes in prokaryotes are often organized in operons. However this structure is dynamic and is maintained by the actions of a range of histone—like proteins, which associate with the bacterial chromosome. The DNA in chromosomes is organized with the DNA packaged within structures similar to eukaryotic nucleosomes. Bacteria typically have a one—point from which replication starts. Just bacteria reproduce via asexual reproduction by binary fission. There occur exchanges and recombinations genetic matter as horizontal gene transfer, but it is not replication, i.e. transference DNA between two cells. In bacteria, gene transfer occurs by three processes. These are bacterial virus (bacteriophage)—mediated transduction, plasmid—mediated conjugation, and natural transformation. Transduction of bacterial genes by bacteriophage appears to reflect an occasional error during intracellular assembly of virus particles, rather than an adaptation of the host bacteria. The transfer of bacterial DNA is under the control of the bacteriophage’s genes rather than bacterial genes. Conjugation of bacteria is controlled by plasmid genes, and is an adaptation for distributing copies of a plasmid from one bacterial host to another. Infrequently during this process, a plasmid may integrate into the host bacterial chromosome, and subsequently transfer part of the host bacterial DNA to another bacterium. Plasmid mediated transfer adaptation. Natural bacterial transformation involves the transfer of DNA from one bacterium to another through the intervening medium. Unlike transduction and conjugation, transformation is clearly a bacterial adaptation for DNA transfer, because it depends on numerous bacterial gene products that specifically interact to perform this complex process. For a bacterium to bind, take up and recombine donor DNA into its own chromosome, it must first enter a special physiological state called competence. About 40 genes are required in Bacillus subtilis for the development of competence. The length of DNA transferred during Bacillus subtilis transformation can be as much as a third to the whole chromosome. Transformation is a common mode of DNA transfer, and 67 prokaryotic species are thus far known to be naturally competent for transformation.

Eukaryotic organisms’ lives depend on lives other organisms in condition solar system

Solar radiations influences on eukaryotic organisms

Different prokaryotes have either important useful function for an organism, e.g. producing Vitamin B 
12, in an organism, or harmful function causing pathologic processes. However development of eukaryotic organisms from its germination up to growth and down to death displays arising processes via decreasing Entropy and withering away processes via increasing Entropy. A eukaryotic organism is an open non equilibrium non linear thermodynamic system which is subjected to thermodynamic laws. The stability of an open non–equilibrium non–linear thermodynamic system of an able–bodied organism and also open non-equilibrium non–linear thermodynamic system of a sick organism define stability of Internal Energy (AU) an organism. Just according to first law of thermodynamics [Q = ΔU + W = ΔH], Stationary State of open non–equilibrium non–linear thermodynamic system of an able–bodied organism and also Quasi–stationary State of open non–equilibrium non–linear thermodynamic system of a sick organism are characterized by stability of Internal Energy (AU ) (stable temperature 36,0°C–36,9°C by which all enzymes operate, stable PH=7,35 in blood etc.). The mechanism maintenance stability Internal Energy of an open non equilibrium thermodynamic system of a living organism is proved by outstanding Prigogine theorem.

Here is the theorem Prigogine:

[The symbols: Entropy–S; Stream of Substances– Js; Stream of Energy–Je; Force of Substances–Fs; Force of Energy–Fe; Phenomenological Streams of Substances and Energy–Zss and Zse] dS = JsFs + JeFe > 0. Conjugated flows: Js = ZssFs + ZseFe and Je = ZeeFe + ZesFs. dS = (ZssFs + ZseFe)(+ ZeeFe + ZesFs) = ZssFs+ ZseFsFe + ZesFsFe + ZeeFe= ZssFs+ ZseFsFe + ZeeFe > 0. Corresponding to the Onsager concept: Zse = Zes.

However there are Zss > 0; Zee > 0; Zse > 0. We can conceive that there is not change flow of Substances in stationary state Js = 0. Just after all, the concentrations of Substances in Internal Medium of an organism (in blood and in neurolymph) are constant, i.e. the quantity inflow of the Substances into Internal Medium of an organism is equal the quantity outflow of the Substances from Internal Medium of an organism. Hence there is the derivative dS from Fs, if it’s Fe = const (the constant production calories for maintenance temperature 36,0°C–37,5°C by which all enzymes operate): dS / dFs = 2 ZseFe + 2 ZssFs = 2 (ZseFe + ZssFs) = 2 Js = 0.

The second derivative (flexion) from S is peer: d ² S / dFs ² = 2Zss > 0

It corresponds to extreme point. It means that dS → min. So
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the minimization increment of dissipation energy via minimization of gain entropy causes the stability of the open non equilibrium thermodynamic system of an organism.

The common mechanisms regulation maintenance stability Internal Energy (stable temperature $36,0^\circ C$–$36,9^\circ C$ etc.) and Internal Medium (stable concentration substances in blood and neurolymph) in high organised eukaryotic organisms consist of three level regulation: highest level regulation [Central Nervous System], high level regulation [“Basic Equilibrium Constants of all kinds of metabolisms” and Internal Medium (stable concentration substances in blood and neurolymph) in high organised eukaryotic organisms consist of three level regulation: highest level regulation [Central Nervous System], high level regulation [“Basic Equilibrium Constants of all kinds of metabolisms” and “Equilibrium Constant of metabolism”] (Figure 1). Also the common mechanism regulation maintenance stability Internal Energy and Internal Medium is supported by Hormonal system operations which influence as on metabolic processes via influencing through cellular receptors on some cellular functions. Besides an organism’s cells create supplemental mechanism maintenance stability Internal Energy and Internal Medium as in an organism’s cells as well as in an organism inducing autophagy and immune processes via remote reaction across distance on strange objects due to operation resonance waves of cellular capacitors. However the common mechanisms regulation maintenance stability Internal Energy and Internal Medium in eukaryotic organisms are subjected both positive influences and negative influences of solar radiations displaying balance increased Entropy & decreased Entropy in Environment. Just minimization gain increase Entropy in an open non equilibrium non lineal thermodynamic system of an organism, according famous Prigogine theorem, results in minimal shift balance increased Entropy & decreased Entropy into minimal decreased Entropy maintaining stable Internal Energy of an organism. Besides such oscillations of balance increased Entropy & decreased Entropy occur during the life of an organism reflecting states of an organism’s metabolism from its birth to death (Figure 2). Moreover these oscillations of balance increased Entropy & decreased Entropy correspond to thermodynamic probability of distribution Entropy according to outstanding Boltzmann formula. Just these solar radiation influences cause by direct actions and indirect actions on metabolic processes of the different organisms, e.g. plants, bacteria, animls, men and so on. The positive influence of solar radiation promotes life of the organisms via exerting as common mechanisms regulation maintenance stability Internal Energy and Internal Medium of an organism as well as the operation cellular mechanisms maintenance stability Internal Energy and Internal Medium of an organism. Just the mechanisms influences of solar rays on eukaryotic organisms are compared with the mechanisms photosynthetic processes. Although photosynthetic processes are occurred differently by different species, these processes always begin in plants when energy from light is absorbed by proteins called reaction centres that contain green chlorophyll pigments. In plants, these proteins are held inside organelles called chloroplasts, which are most abundant in leaf cells, while in bacteria they are embedded in the plasma membrane. In these light–dependent reactions, some energy is used to release electrons from suitable substances, such as water, producing oxygen gas. The hydrogen freed by the splitting of water is used in the creation of two further compounds that act as an immediate energy storage means: reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) and adenosine triphosphate (ATP), as the energy carrier of cells and extracellular medium.

Metabolic and Energy “Equilibrium Constants” regulate interactions of intracellular and extracellular chemical potentials ($\mu_{\text{int}} \leftrightarrow \mu_{\text{ext}}$) for maintenance stability of Internal Energy and Internal Medium an organism. The intracellular and extracellular chemical potentials ($\mu_{\text{int}}$ and $\mu_{\text{ext}}$) cause the formations of the positive/negative charges on internal and external membranes of cellular wall, promoting operation of remote cellular reactions via cellular capacitors operation.

**Figure 1** Maintenance stability of internal energy and internal medium an organism.

1. The regulative mechanism maintenance stability Internal Energy and Internal Medium of an organism exhibits Low level Regulation, High level Regulation and Highest level Regulation.

2. Low level Regulation consists of “Equilibrium Constants of balance endothermic and exothermic processes of energy exchange” and “Equilibrium Constants of balance anabolic and catabolic processes of metabolism” which cause mutual influences one another.
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3. Low level Regulation is subjected to Environment influences and effects against Environment influences for maintenance stability Internal Energy and Internal Medium as an organism as well as cells of an organism.


5. The Regulation both Low level Regulation and High level Regulation is occurred via mutual influences between “Equilibrium Constants of oxidative–reductive Potentials of metabolism” of High level Regulation and “Equilibrium Constants of anabolic and catabolic processes of metabolism” of Low level Regulation.

6. Highest level Regulation is presented by CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM causing regulation both High level regulation and Low level regulation.

Vitamins as cofactors are exerted by solar radiation energy in an operation

The producing by solar radiations photosynthesis direct acting Vitamin D$_{3}$ is formed from natured ergosterol which is Provitamin D$_{2}$ (7–dehydrocholesterol). Just provitamin D$_{3}$ or 7–dehydrocholesterol is located in a skin and in other tissues. Solar UV radiation transforms 7–dehydrocholesterol into Vitamin D$_{3}$ or cholecalciferol. Then cholecalciferol (Vitamin D$_{3}$) is transformed into Vitamin D$_{2}$ in liver. Vitamin D$_{2}$ takes part in metabolism calcium [Ca$^{2+}$] and phosphorus (HPO$_{4}^{2–}$) increasing permeability across cellular membranes of calcium [Ca$^{2+}$] and phosphorus (HPO$_{4}^{2–}$) that influence on mineralization of osseous tissue making rearrangement between bivalent ions [calcium [Ca$^{2+}$] / magnesium [Mg$^{2+}$]] and univalent ions [natrum [Na$^{+}$] / potassium [K$^{+}$]]. The rearrangement bivalent ions and univalent ions induces interactions between mineralization of osseous tissue and demineralization connective tissue influencing on vessels’ muscular tissue and connective tissue due to ion pumps operations which exert cardiovascular function, intestinal function and function other organs. Just the plasma membrane Ca$^{2+}$ ATPase (PMCA) is a transport protein in the plasma membrane of cells and functions to remove calcium (Ca$^{2+}$) from the cell. The plasma membrane Ca$^{2+}$ ATPase (PMCA) and the sodium calcium exchanger (NCX) are together the main regulators of intracellular Ca$^{2+}$ concentrations.$^{34–42}$ Since it transports Ca$^{2+}$ into the extracellular space, the plasma membrane Ca$^{2+}$ ATPase (PMCA) is also an important regulator of the calcium concentration in the extracellular space.$^{34–42}$ Also balance mineralization & demineralization is regulated by interactions between cortical hormones and mineralocorticoids which were produced from cholesterol too. Hence these are links between mechanisms of operation Vitamin D$_{3}$ and mechanisms maintenance stability balance cortical hormones & mineralocorticoids, i.e. balance anti–inflammation hormones & pro–inflammation hormones. The direct acting solar radiation induce photosynthesis melanine in skin of an organism which defends against harmful actions solar energy ultraviolet rays of wavelength lower 200nm. Just UV solar radiations affect skin exerting tyrosinase that results in transforming tyrosine into DOPA (L–3,4–dihydroxyphenylalanine), then DOPA both into Eumelanine through processes polymerization and into

The organism’s ages: from 0 till 3 years–bablyhood; from 3 till 14 years–young age; from 14 till 20–juvenile age; from 20 till 30 years–middle age; from 30 till 55 years–full age; from 55 till 70 years–elderly age; after 70 years–old age.

Figure 2 The changes of metabolism during a life of an organism.

1. The considerable advantage positive fluctuation gain entropy (+Δ$_{β}$β) over rare negative fluctuation gain entropy (+Δ$_{β}$β) from babyhood and childhood till young years and juvenile years of an organism’s ages reflects ascending line of an organism’s metabolic graph.

2. The small advantage positive fluctuation gain entropy (+Δ$_{β}$β) over negative fluctuation gain entropy (−Δ$_{β}$β) from juvenile years till middle years of an organism’s ages reflects small ascending line of an organism’s metabolic graph which define decreased metabolic processes.

3. The considerable decreased positive fluctuation gain entropy (+Δ$_{β}$β) in middle years of an organism’s age shows weak horizontal line of an organism’s metabolic graph.

4. The equilibrium between positive fluctuation gain entropy (+Δ$_{β}$β) and negative fluctuation gain entropy (−Δ$_{β}$β) from middle years till full years of an organism’s ages reflects strained horizontal line of an organism’s metabolic graph which defines lack forces of energy for metabolic processes.

5. The considerable negative fluctuation gain entropy (−Δ$_{β}$β) over positive fluctuation gain entropy (+Δ$_{β}$β) from full years to elderly years of an organism’s ages reflects descending line of an organism’s metabolic graph.

6. The very small positive fluctuation gain entropy (−Δβ) on the descending line of an organism’s metabolic graph from elderly years and during old years of an organism’s ages define fading metabolic activity of an organism.
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Pheomelamine through cysteine–cysteinidopa processes Oxidation and Polimerisation. The photosynthesis of solar radiation affecting eukaryotic organisms occurs in following mode: The living prokaryotic and some eukaryotic organisms subjecting by solar radiations photosynthesis cause indirect acting both positive influences and negative influences on eukaryotic high organized organisms. Thus solar radiation photosynthesis is a process which is used by plants and other organisms in order to convert solar radiation quants energy into chemical energy that can later be released to fuel the organisms’ activities via energy transformation into substances. This chemical initial energy is stored in carbohydrate molecules, such as sugars, which are synthesized from carbon dioxide and water. Here is this simple scheme of photosynthesis in plants: \( 6\text{CO}_2 + 6\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{C}_6\text{H}_{12}\text{O}_6 + 6\text{O}_2 \), i.e. Carbon dioxide + Water \( \rightarrow \) Sugar + Oxygen. The photosynthetic process always begins when solar rays’ quants energy is absorbed by proteins of reaction centres which contain green chlorophyll pigments. In plants, these proteins are inside organelles called chloroplasts, which are most of ones in leaf cells. In bacteria, these organelles called chloroplasts are embedded in the plasma membrane. In these light–dependent reactions, some energy is used to tear away electrons from relevant substances, for example such as water for producing oxygen gas. The splitting water, caused by freed hydrogen, is used in the creation of two further compound structures as reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) which operate in cells as energy storage means. Just this stored energy is used for biosynthesis of more compound substances in plants and bacteria as proteins, hydrocarbons, fats as well as microelement and vitamins some of which operate as coenzymes. Vitamins can serve as precursors to many organic cofactors (e.g., vitamins B\(_1\), B\(_2\), B\(_3\), B\(_5\), niacin, folic acid) or as coenzymes themselves (e.g., vitamin C). However, vitamins D have other functions in an organism. Symptons of bone pain and muscle weakness can mean you have a vitamin D deficiency. However, for many people, the symptoms are subtle. Yet, even without symptoms, too little vitamin D can pose health risks. Low blood levels of the vitamin have been associated with the Vitamin D deficiency. Many organic cofactors also contain a nucleotide, such as the electron carriers NAD and FAD, and coenzyme A, which carries acyl groups. All vitamins exerted by appropriating quants of solar radiations energy are significant links in mechanism maintenance stability Internal energy of the open non equilibrium non linear thermodynamic system of eukaryotic organisms. Besides the operations of these vitamins reflect interactions between different mechanisms in metabolisms of different organisms causing common mechanism maintenance stability in Nature.

The liposoluble Vitamins [Vitamin D, Vitamin A, Vitamin K] are produced in animal organisms and in human organisms, being subjected to solar violet rays. Most of numbers of water–soluble Vitamins are produced in plants which cells are subjected to solar rays’ quanta. Vitamin B\(_1\) is produced by microbes in human intestine, which are formed due to influences solar rays in Environment.

Ascorbic acid is also known as Vitamin C which is associated with chloroplasts and apparently plays a role in ameliorating the oxidative stress of photosynthesis in plants. Just ascorbic acid is derived from glucose via uronic acid pathway. Ascorbic acid has no coenzyme form, but active form is ascorbic acid itself. The main function of ascorbic acid is as reducing reactants in a number of different reactions. Vitamin C reduces as cytochrome a and cytochrome c of a respiratory chain as well as molecular oxygen. The single important reaction requiring ascorbic acid as a cofactor is hydroxylation of proline residues in biosynthesis of collagen and metabolism of connective tissue. Eukaryotic high organized organism receives vitamin C from plants. In eukaryotic high organized organism vitamin C acts as an electron donor for eight different enzymes. Also vitamin C is found in high concentrations in immune cells and is consumed quickly from immune cells during infections.

Thiamin is also known as Vitamin B\(_1\) which is a derivate of substituted pirimidine and thiamine, linked by a methylene. Its active form is thiamin pyrophosphate [TPP]. Thiamin pyrophosphate [TPP] is formed in brain and liver by the enzyme Thiamin diphosphotransferase. Also thiamin pyrophosphate [TPP] serves as a coenzyme for pyruvate and α–keto–glutarate dehydrogenase reaction as well as the transketolase catalyzed reaction of pentose phosphate pathway. Upon absorption into the body, thiamine is used to form thiamine pyrophosphate, which as noted in the Table 1 provided is an essential co-factor used by several cellular enzymes. Therefore a patient who consumes a thiamine deficient diet or has impaired absorption of thiamine from the intestines can easily become deficient. In fact, the most well known complications due to thiamine deficiency are Dry Beriberi, Wet Beriberi and Wernicke–Korsakoff Syndrome. Deficiency of vitamin B\(_1\) in an organism leads also to ataxia and mental confusion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vitamins</th>
<th>Chemical names</th>
<th>Coenzymes names or consist</th>
<th>Additional component or enzymes</th>
<th>Chemical group(s) transferred</th>
<th>Distribution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin C</td>
<td>Ascorbic acid</td>
<td>an electron donor for eight enzymes</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Electrons</td>
<td>Bacteria, plants and eukaryotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B(_1)</td>
<td>Tiamin</td>
<td>Coenzyme: thiamin pyrophosphate</td>
<td>Pyruvate and α–ketoglutarate dehydrogenase</td>
<td>2–carbon groups, α-cleavage</td>
<td>Bacteria, plants and eukaryotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B(_2)</td>
<td>Riboflavin</td>
<td>Coenzymes: FMN, FAD, Coenz. F242</td>
<td>Enzymes: Flavoenzymes and ADP</td>
<td>Electrons</td>
<td>Bacteria, plants and eukaryotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B(_3)</td>
<td>Pyridoxine</td>
<td>Coenzyme: Pyridoxal phosphate</td>
<td>Enzymes: Transaminase, Decarboxilase</td>
<td>Amino and Carboxyl groups</td>
<td>Bacteria, plants and eukaryotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin H or B(_7)</td>
<td>Biotin</td>
<td>Biotin</td>
<td>Acetyl–CoA carboxylase and Pyruvate carboxylase</td>
<td>CO(_2)</td>
<td>Bacteria into intestine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B(_5)</td>
<td>Niacin</td>
<td>Coenzymes: NAD(^+) and NADP(^+)</td>
<td>Lactate and malate dehydrogenases as well as ADP</td>
<td>Electrons</td>
<td>Bacteria, plants and eukaryotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vitamin B(_7)</td>
<td>Pantothenic acid</td>
<td>Coenzyme A (CoA)</td>
<td>70 enzymes require coenzyme A (CoA)</td>
<td>Acetyl group and some acyl groups</td>
<td>Bacteria, plants and eukaryotes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Riboflavin is also known as Vitamin B2. The riboflavin as coenzyme is creates two substances: flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD). The enzymes that require flavin mononucleotide (FMN) or flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) as coenzymes are named Flavoproteins or Flavoenzymes.\textsuperscript{57–60} The reduced flavin mononucleotide (FMN) and wizzflavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD) form FMNH\textsubscript{2} and FADH\textsubscript{2} respectively.\textsuperscript{57–60} Riboflavin is key elements in cellular respiration which act as intermediate hydrogen acceptor in mitochondrial electron transport chain via accepting hydrogen, derived from foodstuffs, and transferring electrons to the cytochrome system.\textsuperscript{57–60} Riboflavin deficiency (also called arboflavinosis) results in stomatitis including painful red tongue with sore throat, chapped and fissured lips (cheilosis), and inflammation of the corners of the mouth (angular stomatitis).

Biotin is known as vitamin H or B\textsubscript{7}, which is composed a tetrahydroimidazalone ring fused with a tetrahydrothiophene ring. Valeric acid substituents in catalysis of essential metabolic reactions of biosynthesis fatty acids, gluconeogenesis, metabolism of Leucine. Biotin is the cofactor which is required for enzymes that are involved in carboxylation reactions, e.g. Acetyl–CoA carboxylase and Pyruvate carboxylase.\textsuperscript{61–63} Thus Biotin is the link in “nodal point of bifurcation anabolic and catabolic processes in Acetyl–CoA [NPBac]” in causing anabolic pathways of biosynthesis fatty acids, gluconeogenesis and so on (Figure 3).\textsuperscript{64} Biotin is found in foods and also is synthesized by intestinal bacteria. Therefore deficiencies of Biotin are rare, only appears by long obtaining antibiotic therapy.

**Figure 3** The point of bifurcation anabolic processes and catabolic processes in metabolism of an organism.

1. Nodal point of bifurcation anabolic and catabolic processes in "Nodal point of bifurcation anabolic and catabolic processes" [NPBac].
2. Moderate metabolic processes displaying balance anabolic and catabolic processes in able-bodied tissue.
3. Accumulation of energy into lactic acid for anabolic processes.
4. Normal excretion substances via catabolic oxidative processes in able-bodied tissue.
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Vitamin B₆ consists of Pyridoxine, Pyridoxal and Pyridoxamine. Pyridoxine, Pyridoxal and Pyridoxamine are the three components of Vitamin B₆, which are converted in the body to the coenzyme form Pyridoxal–5–phosphate (PLP). This conversion is catalyzed by the ATP requiring enzyme Pyridoxal kinase. Pyridoxal–5–phosphate (PLP) functions as a cofactor for transamination and decarboxylation. These reactions involve in the formation of a Schiff’s linkage (–N=CH–). The phenyl ring with positive charge on nitrogen atom, delocalized over the ring, stabilizes the Schiff’s base linkage. Just active form, pyridoxal–5–phosphate, serves as a coenzyme in some 100 enzyme reactions in amino acid, glucose, and lipid metabolism. Deficiencies of vitamin B₆ are rare and depend on deficiencies all B–complex vitamins.

Niacin consists of nicotinic acid and niacinamide and is also known as Vitamin B₃. The enzymes forms of Niacin are connected with nicotineamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD̂) and nicotiamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NAD₃P̂). Both (NAD̂) and (NAD₃P̂) function as cofactors for numerous dehydrogenases, e.g. lactate and malate dehydrogenases. There are nearly 40 different oxidoreductases which use either NAD̂ or NAD₃P̂ as cofactors. NADH acts as carrier of Reducing equivalents (electrons) from metabolic intermediates and delivers them to ETC in mitochondria where they are oxidized to produce ATP. 2NADH + 2H⁺ → 2NAD̂ + 2H₂O. 3 moles of ATP are produced per mole NADH oxidized. NADH is also involved in anabolic reactions like biosynthesis of fatty acids and some reactions of PPP synthesis. Deficiency of Niacin leads to disease pellagra with such symptoms: glossitis of tongue, dermatitis, weight loss, diarrhea, depression and dementia.

Pantothenic acid is also known as Vitamin B₅. Pantothenic acid is formed from β–alanine and pantoic acid. Pantoic acid is part of coenzyme A (CoA) named also Pntothenate. Just coenzyme A (CoA) is formed from β–alanine and pantoic acid. Pantoic acid is part of the all–“trans” retinal dissociates from the opsin in a series of steps called photo–bleaching. This isomerization induces a nervous signal along the optic nerve to the visual center of the brain. Rhodopsin is needed to see in low light (contrast) as well as for night vision. It is known that rhodopsin is the only reagent which is attached to retinal pigmented epithelium, which provides retinal. It is for this reason that a deficiency in vitamin A will inhibit the reformation of rhodopsin and lead to one of the first symptoms, night blindness. Just wavelengths 380–780nm of solar electromagnetic radiation are visible spectrum lights for human eyes. However human eyes don’t take straight solar light but take either reflected solar rays from different matters or penetrated through some dark matter. The molecules of these matters reflect solar wavelengths rays via fission radiation corresponding to the Schroedinger equation of the method the molecular orbitals–a linear combination of atomic orbitals (MO LCAO). Just the wave function of any molecule is determined as the total wave functions of the nuclear orbitals, multiplied by the appropriating weight coefficients: ψ = c₁ϕ₁+c₂ϕ₂+…+cnϕn. (ψ – wave function of a molecule, ϕ – wave functions of the nuclear orbitals, c – the weight coefficients). Human eyes due to rhodopsin in rods and isodopsin in cones take up the quanta of the solar wavelengths rays via fusion radiation which were reflected from the molecules of the matters. Thus it is occurred human vision of the matters.

Also Vitamin A, in the retinoid acid form, plays an important role in gene transcription. The violation permeability of nuclear membranes due to insufficient Vitamin A leads to expression activity mitochondrial capacitors via resonance waves on chemical potential of nucleus (H_nuclear) that stimulates production supplementary quantity of ROS/H₂O₂/free radicals in mitochondria. The complex ROS/H₂O₂ pass through mitochondrial membranes and cytoplasm into nucleus and generates superoxide (O₂•−) inducing free radicals (*OH). Free radicals (*OH) react on nDNA and induce process replication via realizing of 2nDNA→2nDNA.

Vitamin A is a group of unsaturated nutritional organic compounds that includes retinol, retinal, retinoic acid, and several provitamin A carotenoids (most notably beta–carotene). Vitamin A has multiple functions: it is important for growth and development, for the maintenance of the immune system and good vision. Vitamin A is needed by the retina of the eye in the form of retinal, which combines with protein opsin to form rhodopsin, the light–absorbing molecule necessary for both low–light (scotopic vision) and color vision. Vitamin A also functions in a very different role as retinoic acid (an irreversibly oxidized form of retinol), which is an important hormone–like growth factor for epithelial and other cells. In foods of animal origin, the major form of vitamin A is an ester, primarily retinyl palmitate, which is converted to retinol (chemically an alcohol) in the small intestine. The retinol form functions as storage form of the vitamin, and can be converted to and from its visually active aldehyde form, retinal. All forms of vitamin A have a beta–ionone ring to which an isoprenoid chain is attached, called a retinyl group. Both structural features are essential for vitamin activity. The orange pigment of carrots (beta–carotene) can be represented as two connected retinyl groups, which are used in the body to contribute to vitamin A levels. Alpha–carotene and gamma–carotene also have a single retinyl group, which give them some vitamin activity. None of the other carotenoids have vitamin activity. The carotenoid beta–cryptoxanthin possesses an ionone group and has vitamin activity in humans. The role of vitamin A in the visual cycle is specifically related to the retinal form. Within the eye, 11–cis–retinal is bound to the protein “opsin” to form rhodopsin in rods and isodopsin in cones at conserved lysine residues. As light enters the eye, the 11–cis–retinal is isomerized to the all–“trans” form. The all–“trans” retinal dissociates from the opsin in a series of steps called photo–bleaching. This isomerization induces a nervous signal along the optic nerve to the visual center of the brain. Rhodopsin is needed to see in low light (contrast) as well as for night vision. It is known that rhodopsin in the retina is only regenerated when the retina is attached to retinal pigmented epithelium, which provides retinal. It is for this reason that a deficiency in vitamin A will inhibit the reformation of rhodopsin and lead to one of the first symptoms, night blindness. Just wavelengths 380–780nm of solar electromagnetic radiation are visible spectrum lights for human eyes. However human eyes don’t take straight solar light but take either reflected solar rays from different matters or penetrated through some dark matter. The molecules of these matters reflect solar wavelengths rays via fission radiation corresponding to the Schroedinger equation of the method the molecular orbitals–a linear combination of atomic orbitals (MO LCAO). Just the wave function of any molecule is determined as the total wave functions of the nuclear orbitals, multiplied by the appropriating weight coefficients: ψ = c₁ϕ₁+c₂ϕ₂+…+cnϕn. (ψ – wave function of a molecule, ϕ – wave functions of the nuclear orbitals, c – the weight coefficients). Human eyes due to rhodopsin in rods and isodopsin in cones take up the quanta of the solar wavelengths rays via fusion radiation which were reflected from the molecules of the matters. Thus it is occurred human vision of the matters.

Also Vitamin A, in the retinoid acid form, plays an important role in gene transcription. The violation permeability of nuclear membranes due to insufficient Vitamin A leads to expression activity mitochondrial capacitors via resonance waves on chemical potential of nucleus (H_nuclear) that stimulates production supplementary quantity of ROS/H₂O₂/free radicals in mitochondria. The complex ROS/H₂O₂ pass through mitochondrial membranes and cytoplasm into nucleus and generates superoxide (O₂•−) inducing free radicals (*OH). Free radicals (*OH) react on nDNA and induce process replication via realizing of 2nDNA→2nDNA.

Vitamin B₃, also known as Cobalamin. Cobalamin is composed of complex tetrapyrrol ring structure (corrin ring) and Cobalt ion in center. Vitamin B₁₂ is synthesized exclusively by microorganisms as bacteria in intestine of animals and men. Also Vitamin B₁₂ is found in liver of animals and men which is bound to proteins. Vitamin B₁₂ must be hydrolysed from protein in order to be active. Hydrolysis occurs in the stomach by gastric acids and in intestines by tripsin digestion. There are two coenzyme forms of Vitamin B₁₂: a) 5–deoxyadenosyl cobalamin; b) Methylcobalamin–CN is replaced by methyl group. Vitamin B₁₂ and Folic acid are significant links in aerobic oxidative processes in mitochondria. The ATP is produced in mitochondria via the process of oxidative phosphorylation in which oxygen adds electron via transporters (NAD̂*→NADH and FAD*→FADH₂) → NAD−→NADH and FAD−→FADH₂, It occurs in such pathway: Electrons are transferred through the reducing substances of nicotineamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) to Complex I (NADH dehydrogenase) and flavine adenine dinucleotide (FADH₂) → Complex II (ubiquinone) → Complex III (ubiquinol) → Complex IV (cytochrome c) → Oxygen (O₂) via electron transport chain (ETC).
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Vitamin K is known as Phylloquinone. Phylloquinone is needed synthesis Prothrombin [Factor II of blood coagulation] and the other Factors of blood coagulation [VII, IX, X]. These Factors function as cofactors for γ–Carboxylation of amino–terminal Glutamine which come from vitamin K3. The biologically active forms of vitamin K constitute a family of four related compounds called tocopherols. The most abundant tocopherol in non–hepatic tissues in humans is the α–tocopherol form. Vitamin E is a mixture of related compounds known as tocophersols and tocotrienols. The tocopherols are the major sources of vitamin E in the diet. The different tocopherols are designated α-, β-, γ-, and δ–tocopherols. All four tocopherols are able to act as free radical scavengers thus they all have potent antioxidant properties. Vitamin E is absorbed from the intestines packaged in chylomicrons. Absorbed Vitamin E is delivered to the tissues via chylomicon transport and then to the liver through chylomicon remnant uptake. The major site of vitamin E storage is in adipose tissue. The major function of vitamin E is to act as a natural antioxidant by scavenging free radicals and molecular oxygen. In particular vitamin E is important for preventing peroxidation of polyunsaturated membrane fatty acids. The vitamins E and C are interrelated in their antioxidant capabilities. Most vitamin E in diets is in the form of γ–tocopherol from soybean, canola, corn, and other vegetable oils. The conditions that result from vitamin E deficiency are related to disturbances in nerve cell membrane lipid homeostasis.
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